Analysis of unbalanced data and analysis of mixed model data are important topics of statistical discussion. Analysis of unbalanced data with fixed effects gives rise to the different types of sums of squares in analysis of variance. Mixed model riata raises issues of determining appropriate error terms for test statistics and standard errors Clf estimates. The situation is even more difficult when the two topics occur together, resulting in unbalanced mixed model data. These problems have plagued users ofPROC GLM in the SAS System. Now, with PROC MIXED available, some of the problems are resolved while others remain. This paper gives an overview of two areas of difficulty in analysis of variance using PROC GLM, and describes which problems carry over to PROC MIXED, and which are essentially solved with PROC MIXED.
INTRODUCTION
Most unbalanced mixed model applications were analyzed with PROC GLM prior to the introduction ofPROC MIXED. The basic testing and estimation procedures in PROC GLM are based on ordinary least squares for a fixed effects model. Mixed model applications with GLM are adaptations offixed effect methods. Many of the adaptations work satisfactorily well with balanced mixed model data. But serious problems exist with these methods when applied to unbalanced mixed model data, due to the lack of theoretical basis. Most applications use ad hoc and subjective decisions to choose analysis methods. Littell, Wilcox, and Van Hom (1995) discussed related problems pertaining to estimation.
Analysis of variance of unbalanced mixed model data presents problems of choosing quadratic forms for testing hypotheses about fixed effects. This is related to the four types of sums of squares in PROC GLM. In simple terms, the problems are to decide whether sums of squares for fixed effects to be tested should be "adjusted" fOi ether effects in the model. However, the problem of whether to adjust a fixed effect for other fixed effects is quite different from the problem of whether to adjust a fixed effect for a random effect. Since GLM essentially treats all effects as fixed, this distinction is difficult to resolve. When using PROC MIXED, fixed effects and random effects are dealt with separately, which solves part to the problem.
In this paper a dairy cattle feeding trial described by Tomlinson, Van Hom, Wilcox and Harris (1994) is used to illustrate some of the issues encountered when using PROC GLM and PROC MIXED for unbalanced mixed model data analysis.
MIXED MODEL FOR UNBALANCED DATA
The example data set to be used was from a change-over design with twelve dietary treatments (TRT = 1-12) in four lactation periods (PER = 1-4). Thirty-three cows were used, of which seventeen were in their first lactation (GRP = 1) and sixteen were in a second or later lactation (GRP = 2). Four treatments were applied to each cow in a sequence over the four periods. Also, cows were fed one of the treatments in a period 0, prior to data collection. This yielded a variable (PRETRT = 1-12) which, for any cow in any period, is the treatment she received in the previous period. The design was such that all six two-way tables for the four variables (GRP, TRT, PER and PRETRT) have no empty cells, except the 12x 12 table for TRT*PRETRT, which is connected (Searle, 1987, pp 139-144) .
A mathematical model for the usual type of changeover design (in which no treatment is given in period zero) with a between-animal grouping variable and within-animal treatment variable is In terms of model (2.1), the direct effect mean for treatment 1 in group j, as implicitly defined by Cochran and Cox (1957, p 137) , is given by
where P stands for the average period effect and Y stands for the average residual effect. In some applications it may be more meaningful to de"fine P to be a random effect, such as when periods serve as replication over time. But in the present context, periods represent specific times in a lactation, and thus are meaningfully defined as fixed.
The model with equation (2.1) is an example of the general linear mixed model (GLMM). The designs discussed by Cochran and Cox (1957, section 4.6a) are balanced, and analyses are amenable to hand computation. The example analysis in section 4.62a of Cochran and Cox (1957) was reproduced using PROC GLM of the SAS System by Littell, Freund and Spector (1991, pg. 205) . The CLASS statement in PROC GLM sets up appropriate definitions of indicator variables in model (2.1) except for the residual effects Y m,k-l' for which indicator variables can be constructed explicitly. The methods given by Littell et al (1991) do not require balance; only estimability of parameters of interest.
A model for a changeover design in which treatments were administered in period 0 also has equation (2.1), but y 0 is not assumed to be zero, and thus can be represented simply as y .
This also is a GLMM and can be fitted with least squares or maximum likelihood. However, there are numerous versions ofleast squares and maximum likelihood represented in various computer programs, and all give somewhat different results. The central issue is the manner in which to deal with random effects. In the remainder of this section some of the possibilities are described.
To illustrate the problems concerned with adjusting fixed effects for other model terms, some two-way interactions will be added to model equation (2.
2). The new model equation is
Statements for fitting the model with PROC GLM are proc glm; class grp cow per trt pretrt; model my=grp cow(grp) per trt per*trt pretrt grp*pretrt / ssl ss2 ss3;
Analysis of variance results are shown in Table 1 . Values for the sums of squares for a given effect vary from Type I to Type II to Type III because each was computationally "adjusted" for different other effects in the model. The term "adjusted" is used here without precise definition, but is intended in the sense used by Searle (1987, Chapter 4) and Damon and Harvey (1987, p 114) . Generally, the Type I SS for an effect is adjusted for terms which precede it in the model. Type II SS for an effect is adjusted for all other terms which do not symbolically "contain" it. Thus, Type II SS for PER is adjusted for TRT, but not for PER *TRT. Type III SS for an effect is adjusted for all other terms in the model. One statement is categorically true: Random effects should be adjusted for all fixed effects. Thus, the (common value of) Type II or Type III SS for COW(GRP) should be used.
All F tests shown in Table 1 are those computed by default by PROC GLM, and have MS(ERROR) = 132870.4 in their denominators. None of the three tests for GRP use a valid error term, which would be a combination ofMS(COW(GRP» and MS(ERROR). But MS(GRP) is so large that it would be highly significant even with a proper error term.
The "adjustment" question for GRP pertains to which type of SS should be used for the numerator of the F test. Again, since GRP effect is so large, all three types of tests would be highly significant. But Type I SS for GRP (46584637) is three times larger than Type III SS (13762274), and this could be an important difference in other applications. Type II SS is between Type I SS and Type III SS in value. A problem that has not been resolved in situations such as this is whether GRP should be adjusted for COW(GRP); that is, whether a fixed effect should be adjusted for a random effect that "contains" the fixed effect. Few authors have stated removed from the GRP expected MS by adjustment for COW(GRP) because GRP is "contained" in COW(GRP). Thus, the benefits of adjusting GRP for COW(GRP) are not clear.
The tests for PER present more dramatic results. All three F tests on PER in Table 2 use the correct error term (MS(ERROR)) and are valid in that sense, because all three types of SS's for PER are adjusted for COW(GRP) and thereby the COW(GRP) variance component is removed from the expected mean squares for PER. But Type I MS for PER is four times larger than Type III MS for PER, and the levels of significance range from .0001 for Type I and Type II, to .0067 for Type III. These differences result from PER being adjusted for different sets offixed effects. This type of problem has been extensively discussed (see Searle, 1987 , Chapter 4) but not resolved. At issue is the hypothesis tested using a particular SS Type. It is usually possible to identify the ideal hypotheses to be tested, but the test can suffer from low power with highly unbalanced data.
Statements for fitting the model with PROC MIXED are proc mixed; class grp cow per trt pretrt; model my = grp per trt per*trt pretrt grp*pretrt / htype=l, htype=3; random cow(grp); run;
Results are shown in Table 2 . The output from PROC MIXED is based on generalized least squares (GLS) methodology for the GLMM. Specifically, the model in matrix notation is Tests of hypothesis about linear combinations of p, K'P, are based on the fact that (2.8)
However, the V matrix is not known, so it must be replaced by Y, which contains estimates of o~ and 0;. Then Y is used in place of V in (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8). This results in (2.8) having an approximate F distribution. But the concept of the methodology is on a firm mixed model theoretical basis. Therefore, the tests for GRP are valid in the sense that random variation is properly accommodated in the F statistics. In this sense, the problem in GLM of whether a fixed effect should be adjusted for a random effect is resolved in MIXED. But the question remains of whether GRP should be adjusted for other fixed effects. This problem persists also in the Type I and Type III tests for PER, with results similar to those from GLM. Type II tests are not presently available in MIXED.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Data from an unbalanced change-over dairy feeding trial was used to illustrate problems with analysis of unbalanced mixed model data using PROC GLM and PROC MIXED. Most of the problems with using PROC GLM are due to the fact that GLM was written on the basis of fixed effect methodology. Therefore, adjusting a fixed effect for a random effect is not distinguished from adjusting a fixed effect for another fixed effect. PROC MIXED is based on mixed model methodology, with fixed and random effects dealt with as separate issues. Therefore, adjusting a fixed effect for a random effect is not a problem in MIXED. But concerns about adjusting a fixed effect for another fixed effect are as much a problem in MIXED as in GLM.
